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introduction
If you’ve been following the conversations in ad-land, you may have
heard of a measurement and evaluation metric that’s been gaining a
lot of attention and traction: Share of Search.
But advertising is, of course, not the only thing that will drive people
to search for brands and products on Google. So, what does
Share of Search mean for the public relations (PR) industry and our
measurement?
In Spring 2021 a group of practitioners got together to challenge the
dominant position of advertising in search. We were triggered by an
IPA advertising campaign in the Financial Times.
•

Stella Bayles, AnswerThePublic

•

James Crawford MPRCA, AMEC and PR Agency One

•

Hannah Harris, AnswerThePublic

•

Kristian Hoareau Foged, Simply Thought

•

Alex Judd, Clarity PR

•

Steve Leigh MPRCA, PR Agency One

•

Andrew Bruce Smith MPRCA, Escherman

•

Stephen Waddington FPRCA, Wadds Inc.

Over a series of Zoom meetings we sought to build a case for Share
of Search in public relations and explore the broader opportunity for
search within practice. In this series of short essays you’ll find case
studies and tools to apply in practice.
In May the group was incorporated as a panel under the auspices of
the PRCA. We’re grateful for its support in publishing this report. We’d
also like to thank AMEC for providing a platform to share our work at
its annual conference.
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CHAPTER 1
What is Share of Search
and how to use it
BY ALEX JUDD, CLARITY PR
Let’s start at the beginning: What is Share of Search? Well, it’s the
number of times your brand is typed into a search engine, divided
by the number of times all brands in your category are typed into
a search engine (including yourself). In other words, how many
searches does your brand have vs. the competition?
I know what you may be thinking, “that’s just Google Trends isn’t it?”
Well, yes and no.
Let’s put this into practice with Nike as our example.
On Google Trends, I’ve entered Nike plus four other competitors,
which results in the below:

This tells me Nike is the leading brand out of this competitor set.
That’s good to know, but it’s not Share of Search. We need the full
competitor set for it to be so. And here’s the problem with Google
Trends; it only lets me input five brands at a time. There’s a way
around this, so if you’re comfortable getting into the weeds of
Excel data analysis, then check out James Hankins’ guide on how to
analyse a ton of brands using Google Trends.
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If that’s not your bag, you could use Google Ad Planner, but
unless you’re spending a lot of money on Google Ads, you won’t
get the exact number of searches for each keyword, just a range
(which isn’t very helpful for this use). So instead, I’d thoroughly
recommend investing in a keyword research tool. My personal
favourite is KWFinder and, starting at €30 a month, it’s well worth the
investment.
Using a keyword research tool (I’ll be using KWFinder in this
example), you can pull the number of searches for each brand into a
spreadsheet, and add up the total for each at the bottom, like so:

Then, create a table underneath without any of the search data, and
divide the number of brand specific searches by the total:
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Repeat that formula, so every brand has their percentage:

And from this, we can see that Nike has had 30% of the total number
of searches for their category.
This is the easiest way to measure Share of Search; taking the brand
name (just one keyword) and comparing that against the other
brand names in the category. And, like most things that are easy, it
also has its shortcomings. For example, it’s unlikely many people
will misspell Nike, but a brand like K Swiss could easily be searched
for as “K Swiss”, “K-Swiss” or “KSwiss” – three different keywords
with their own unique search volumes, meaning the search volume
will be split fairly evenly between them. In other words, to get a fair
representation of the K Swiss brand, you’d have to include all three.
But, equally, some people will also be searching for, say “Nike UK” (if
they’re in the UK), so where do you draw the line?
It’s for this reason that, while it’s longer to do, it’s more valuable
to measure Share of Search using a number of the most popular
branded keywords, the top ten or twenty, for example. But even
then, the search volume alone doesn’t tell the full story: What if
the number of people searching for Nike spiked because they’re
involved in a crisis? To mitigate that, you can apply a sentiment to
each branded keyword (for example, “Nike” is neutral but “Nike
plastic waste” would be negative) and monitor more branded
keywords to provide further accuracy and context.
There are many different ways to measure Share of Search, and there
is no one set model, so beware of online resources that claim to
provide guidance on a definitive way to measure Share of Search.
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CHAPTER 2
What Share of Search tells us
and what it doesn’t
BY JAMES CRAWFORD MPRCA, AMEC
AND PR AGENCY ONE
Share of Search is a very useful metric for communication professionals
– if included in a wider framework.
While some in the advertising industry have run away with the idea that
Share of Search is some kind of measurement and evaluation panacea,
communications professionals should use Share of Search as part of a
wider “Swiss army knife” of insights and as part of a wider framework,
such as those put forward by AMEC.
Let’s start with the positive attributes and what it can tell us.
Share of Search is a good predictor of share of market. Les Binet has
studied this, and his findings do hold up to scrutiny. More information is
available here.
Share of Search also provides useful intelligence into brand awareness
and seasonality within a market or category, and is a quick way to
compare brands and top of funnel activity.
WHEN SHARE OF SEARCH DOESN’T WORK
However, while Share of Search has its uses, there are many situations
(especially for practitioners or for use as an agency-wide approach)
where it has serious limitations.
For example, it isn’t helpful for smaller or new brands – ones with little
current search volume. In such situations, branded keyword data can be
negligible, highly volatile and less predictable.
It also runs into problems when it comes to generic brand names. The
current analysis tool would make it very difficult to track the share of
search for Nutmeg (the investment company) without also picking up
people looking to buy the spice. One can imagine a situation where the
brand manager is scratching his or her head trying to explain the preChristmas swell in interest for managing personal finances. Equally, this
applies if there are multiple companies with the same or similar names in
different sectors.
Similarly, if a major brand has multiple offerings or too large a footprint,
it could thwart the approach. For example, how would Mitsubishi
or Microsoft compare their Share of Search for a single division or
industry?
Comparing retailers with large footprints to e-commerce rivals might
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also be muddied by the volume of search seeking out store directions
or opening times. The larger a store network, the bigger the likely
search volumes, but not necessarily the brand consideration from
potential customers.
Even where it does work well, Share of Search doesn’t tell you much
about the intention of the search or the likely outcome. For example, it
isn’t a proxy for conversion – that would depend on other factors, such
as the range of products, site UX, price, etc.
It can also be impacted by other reputational events. If a company is at
the centre of a scandal or spectacular failure, Share of Search is likely
to increase. However, people are simply warming their hands as the
company burns, rather than looking to buy its products or services.
Share of Search also ignores other SERP (Search Engine Result Page)
factors, such as other results within the SERP, earned media content like
product reviews (both good and bad) within the SERP and the sentiment
of that can alter CTR, such as if the brand has a strong knowledge graph
or is not pulling through Wikipedia information.
WHAT DOES THIS ALL MEAN FOR
YOUR MEASUREMENT AND ANY
MEASUREMENT FRAMEWORKS?
AMEC is the International
Association for Measurement and
Evaluation of Communication,
and is well known for defining
the Barcelona Principles 3.0 and
the creation of the Integrated
Measurement Framework.
The organisation offers members
access to tools, education and
other resources to help further the
quality of all forms of analysis.
Without turning this paper into a
presentation on AMEC, it’s safe to
say that the core message AMEC
communicates on measurement is
to focus on business outcomes.
Its model, the Integrated
Measurement Framework, was
developed in recognition of the
fact that organisational impact is
all that really matters – but also
recognises every business is
different. There’s no one size fits

all approach to measurement, and
that’s why the framework can not
only be applied to businesses
of all shapes and sizes, but also
allows all sorts of campaigns to be
measured within their own frame
of reference. It allows all data
to be captured across earned,
owned, shared and paid media,
and captures both planning
information, and quantitative and
qualitative outcomes.
Within this framework, Share of
Search could comprise one of
many communication objectives.
While Share of Search is not an
organisational impact, it is an
outcome that should be taken into
consideration alongside media
analysis, social media analysis,
website analytics, and other
qualitative and quantitative data.
AMEC welcomes Share of Search
as a metric and will be following
its use over the coming days and
years as further work is undertaken
into its effectiveness.

Just as important is how Share of Search thinking can be applied to
other forms of measurement.
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CHAPTER 3
The Role of Search Listening
BY STELLA BAYLES AND HANNAH HARRIS,
PR RESOLUTION AND ANSWERTHEPUBLIC

In order to fully explore how search data can help measure
communications beyond just tracking brand searches we must
understand the data, the audience, the searcher, you and me.
When people have worries, a question or simply need more
information on something, they turn to Google. It’s a private space
that offers anonymity and gives immediate answers. Because of this,
people trust Google with questions they don’t always share with
others, online or in-person. It’s therefore a hugely valuable data
source in comparison to other audience research methods that have
been used in planning or measurement of Public Relations.
It’s not just private personal help people turn to Google for. There are
constant triggers to search. When we hear news on the radio, see a
debate on morning TV, gain a recommendation from somebody on
social media, or hear a rumour from a friend, we search.
There are over 3.5 billion searches every day, that’s 3.5 billion different
reasons people search everyday. And because we are triggered by
things affecting us or going on in the world around us 15% of these
3.5 billion searches are brand new and have never been seen before.
Those triggers are real-time insights to the human psyche, the public.
Search Listening (tracking search data) for your brand or activity gives
you a clear picture of change in awareness or opinion, which is key to
communications strategy.
To demonstrate how to do this, we will use some simple
search listening tactics to measure brand awareness, identify crises
and stay on top of the reputation of a brand, product or person.
In the following example we use:
Google Trends: a tool by Google that analyses the popularity of top
search queries.
Google Suggest: The wording that appears when you type a word or
phrase into the Google search box. They work based on popularity,
similarity, or if something is trending.
AnswerThePublic: a deep-dive of Google Suggest. It takes the
autocomplete data and quickly cranks out every useful phrase and
question people are asking around your phrase or keyword. It also
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monitors how search behaviour shifts over time and helps track
changes in brand perception, spot seasonal trends and emerging
topics.
HOW PR DRIVES SEARCH ENGINE BEHAVIOUR (A RECENT EXAMPLE)
It started off as a stunt for US rapper Lil Nas X. In collaboration with
Brooklyn art collective MSCHF, they designed a pair of so-called
‘Satan Shoes’.
The 666 pairs of customised Nike Air Max 97s (launched on 29th
March 2021) contained a drop of real human blood, as well as ‘Luke
10:18’ printed on them – a reference to the Biblical verse that reads “I
Saw Satan Fall Like Lightning From Heaven”.
Nike played no part in the creation of the limited edition shoes –
which sold out in minutes – and it resulted in the sportswear giant
suing MSCHF for trademark infringement.
WHAT DOES ‘SATAN SHOES’ SHOW US ABOUT HOW PR CAN
INFLUENCE SEARCH BEHAVIOUR?

In the Google Trends graph above you can clearly see a huge
increase in people searching for ‘Satan + Nike’.
Up until the collaboration launch at the end of March, those two
words hadn’t been searched for together because people didn’t
have a reason to.
The peaks in the Google Trends graph correlate to peaks of the Nike
story. Initially at product launch, and then following as the crisis (for
Nike) unfolded and news covered the court case.
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USING GOOGLE SUGGEST (AUTOCOMPLETE DATA) TO REPORT ON
BRAND AWARENESS:
I’m going to take the artist PR perspective on the ‘Satan Shoes’ story.
Here we can see three suggestions related to the ‘Satan Shoes’:
•

“Lil Nas X shoes”

•

“Lil Nas X satan shoes”

•

“Lil Nas X trainers”

If you’ve launched a campaign, like ‘Satan Shoes’, and words
associated with it appear here, then that’s a good thing for brand
awareness, as it means lots of people are searching for it at one time.
Keywords connected to your activity appearing in Google’s
suggestions within the launch period can be included as a simple
indicator of success.
To add an extra metric, you can also measure how long the story
stays in the top suggestions. Ultimately, it’s there because people are
searching for it online, which means they are interested in it.
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USING AUTOCOMPLETE DATA TO TRACK CRISIS OR REPUTATION
To explain this, I’m now going to switch to the perspective of Nike, the
brand that didn’t want any association with ‘Satan Shoes’.
The day before the Nike story broke (28th March 2021) – the
autosuggestions for the keyword ‘nike’ looked like this:

But on the day ‘Satan Shoes’ launched, the autosuggestions
changed to search suggestions of Satan because of the news
surrounding the launch, and we can get the best view of this by using
AnswerThePublic.
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AnswerThePublic listens into autocomplete data from search engines
like Google en-masse, then quickly cranks out every useful phrase
and question people are asking around your keyword – saving lots of
time from having to do manual searches:

The ‘branches’ above give the same information as Google’s
autocomplete data, but use connecting words to extend your search
– giving you hundreds of suggestions, rather than the maximum of ten
shown in Google’s suggestions.
Using the ‘Compare’ feature, you can track a keyword before the
launch of your activity to post-launch, and see the new searches that
have appeared during that period as a result of the activity.
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This is a snapshot of an AnswerThePublic ‘Compare’ report, for the
keyword ‘Nike’: The dates I have chosen to compare are March 23rd,

2021 and 30th March, because 23rd March is the week before the
‘Satan Shoes’ story broke, and 30th March is after.
We can see there are 58 new suggestions (highlighted in green)
around the keyword ‘Nike’ in that period, 12 of which are related to
‘Satan Shoes’. Four of these contain the word ‘satan’, three contain the
words ‘lil nas’, three have the word ‘blood’, one with the word ‘sue’,
and one with the word ‘jesus’.
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Remember, this data is pulled from Google autosuggestions, which
means the searches are trending in this moment in time, and are
appearing here because they’re the top suggestions relating to Nike.
Search behaviour has changed as a direct result of ‘Satan Shoes’, and
Nike is being directly related to it by people searching for information
about the story.
Search Listening Alerts are weekly email digests showing what new
questions are being asked around any topic or keyword you have
entered into AnswerThePublic.
Here is the search listening alert I got for the keyword ‘Nike’ on 30th
March, the day after the launch of ‘Satan Shoes’:
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People are now searching for things like:
•

“Nike with human blood”

•

“Nike is suing satan”

•

“Nike lil nas x”

If I worked for Nike and I hadn’t known about ‘Satan Shoes’, the search
listening and the alerts would have given me an early warning of an
emerging crisis which could affect the brand’s reputation.
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CHAPTER 4
How to go further than just
measuring brand awareness
using Share of Search?
BY STEVE LEIGH MPRCA, PR AGENCY ONE
AND STEPHEN WADDINGTON FPRCA, WADDS INC.
Share of Search has been shown to be a crude tool for
understanding markets. Here we explore an earned approach to
search marketing planning and measurement.
Share of Search has numerous shortcomings as a means of
measuring marketing and public relations investment versus
growth and market size in a category.
The Share of Search model is predicated on search behaviour
being a proxy for consumer buying habits. Search intent is
equated to purchase intent, and paid and organic search results
equated to share of market.
Complex challenges, such as public relations planning and
measurement, rarely have such elegant or straightforward answers.
Share of Search may hold true for some consumer e-commerce
driven categories such as retail or travel, but it quickly fails
in markets such as business-to-business with more complex
purchasing decisions.
The model also falls over for markets characterised by a long tail
of small businesses. There are also the issues cited elsewhere in
this paper, such as where a brand name is a common noun or the
sentiment of search results are negative.
While Share of Search shines a light on audience behaviour and
consideration, other digital innovations are going one step further,
mining search results to reveal how perceptions and purchasing
decisions are being influenced.
Search is our window on the world, the place we go to inform
important decisions. Therefore, the most visible content that sits
behind search has huge influence and impact.
Understanding this ‘Share of Content’ (rather than Share of Search)
has the potential to provide more nuanced and detailed insight
than search analysis. It can also be a very flexible approach that
lends itself to many creative applications.
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SERP CONTENT ANALYSIS
One such tool is Visibly, which is currently at Beta stage and
preparing for commercial launch. Visibly aims to reveal the
structural makeup of any search engine result page (SERP),
enabling the development of search engine visibility strategies –
by PR practitioners and digital marketers alike.
It recommends using the tool to target non-branded, highintent search terms – helping reflect the content having the most
influence on a customer’s journey.
For example, for a brand such as Nike, rather than look at branded
search behaviour, Visibly would assess how its brand and products
appear within very specific SERPs such as ‘best running shoe’.
By layering these – e.g., ‘running shoe reviews’, ‘best shoes for
marathon runners’, etc. – it’s possible to track how the brand
appears against its competitors for a basket of hundreds of
important customer enquiries.
In particular, this is useful for practitioners – analysing the extent to
which earned media channels successfully target highly motivated
customers.
Tracking these SERPs over time can also be used to monitor the
impact of PR going forward. For example, measuring the impact of
a new product launch at reaching customers through the highest
profile earned media.
This approach also helps overcome the issue of words with
multiple meanings. For example, the online investor app Nutmeg
would be hard to track through a Share of Search approach alone,
but with Share of Content analysis this issue can be avoided.
By targeting specific non-branded SERPs (‘best financial planning
apps’, ‘online investment app reviews’) references to nutmeg the
spice can be completely avoided, showing the flexibility of the
Share of Content approach.
ADDING EMOTION AND SENTIMENT ANALYSIS TO THE MIX
A more in-depth approach is provided by Reputation Tracker,
a tool developed through a partnership between Reputation
Consultancy and The University of Salford.
The tool has been in commercial use for four years, and is used
by organisations such as Royal Society of Chemistry and sports
retailer Decathlon, to understand how stakeholder and customer
perceptions are being influenced by PR and communications
campaigns.
It analyses all content and conversation under targeted search
terms, going beyond ‘page 1’ results to include all visible earned
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and owned media, social media, blogs, discussion forums and
below-the-line comments (with all mentions weighted by their
relative impact and influence).
Also, rather than taking a single slice (the current view), this
content can be taken in daily, weekly, monthly or quarterly
tranches, searching back up to three years.
This is used to show how the brand’s profile has evolved over
time – highlighting peaks and troughs, and assessing response to
events/launches etc.
Similarly to Visibly, Reputation Tracker also recommends targeting
non-branded search alongside branded search content
(overcoming the ‘Nutmeg’ issue). In addition, it uses Boolean
search to narrow the focus for ‘difficult’ or very broad brand
profiles. For example, “Nutmeg” AND “online investment” OR
“financial app”, or “Nike” AND “Running Shoes”’.
It is also able to control the sources of content being included
– for example including or excluding an organisation’s owned
output (e.g. website, social media). This can be used to separate
and compare the topics and tone used by the brand to those of
external audiences.
Equally, it can ring-fence specific earned media URLs to give
a target audience focus. For example, Nike’s association with
running shoes within specialist athletics URLs (runnersworld.com,
coachmag.co.uk etc) will be very different in tone and content to
that within mainstream national news media.
The tracking is then able to contextualise each mention using a
series of dictionaries – dictionaries that can be designed around
a brand’s key messages or themes to show:
•

Association with specific themes or issues

•

Association with attributes or values

•

Changing sentiment and emotion on topics or themes
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CHAPTER 5
A layer down the funnel:
Share of Traffic
BY KRISTIAN HOAREAU FOGED, SIMPLY THOUGHT
Taking Share of Search (and Share of Content) one layer down the
intention funnel, brands can also look to measure those people that
took it a step further and visited their website.
Looking at the website traffic figures and measuring it against your
competitor set, is what we can call ‘Share of Traffic – and can add
another layer of depth and ‘conversions’ on top of (or separately) to a
Share of Search analysis.
When pairing with Share of Search, it’s helpful to look specifically
at the website traffic coming from Organic Search. Using most web
analytics tool – such as SimilarWeb (used in example below for Nike.
com), Ahrefs or SEMRush – you’re able to pull data on the different
sources where traffic to a given website is coming from. You can
access the top-level data on Organic Search numbers, as well as
the option to analyse specific keywords and search terms that have
driven this traffic (and how it compares to competitors, particularly for
category level and non-branded search terms).

Source: SimilarWeb data
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There are several pros to the Share of Traffic approach for
practitioners. By looking at all traffic from Organic Search, we’re able
to account for not only branded search terms that drive audience
action. We, for example, won’t only capture people Googling “Nike”
directly, but also specific products or campaigns featuring a celebrity
runner, which may be the Google searched term that led to the visit.
It also helps overcome the ‘Nutmeg challenge’ cited earlier in this
paper, as those looking to buy the spice won’t be the same visiting
the investment app’s website.
However, in turn, it doesn’t capture all interest that could have been
generated from a PR campaign – for example, where a user decides
to click on the press article generated from the campaign, but
perhaps only visits the brand’s website at a later stage.
Share of Traffic may not be for all brands either. It’ll be particularly
powerful for those that make sales online or use their websites as key
brand building or discovery channels, but may be less indicative of
an audience outcome for FMGC brands primarily selling in-store.
Most importantly for practitioners though, by looking at Share of
Traffic, we’re not only comparing our brand on a like-for-like basis
with the competition, we’re also able to track potential customers
that are further down the funnel in the ‘consideration’ stage. For many
brands, this is a powerful ‘outcome’ metric – particularly as part of the
AMEC framework.
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CHAPTER 6
PR’s absence at the marketing
effectiveness table and the
implications for Share of
Search
BY ANDREW BRUCE SMITH MPRCA, ESCHERMAN

“Long-term results cannot be achieved by piling short-term
results on short-term results.”
Peter Drucker, Post-Capitalist Society, 1993.
This quote is cited at the beginning of one the most
groundbreaking and influential studies into marketing
effectiveness ever published, “The Long and the Short of It”,
written by Les Binet and Peter Field in 2012.
Nearly a decade later, it still has much to teach anyone remotely
interested in understanding how best to allocate and invest
appropriately in marketing channels and activity.
One of the key reasons for its long-term influence is that it was
based on a large and robust data set. Binet and Field were able
to analyse decades worth of information relating to marketing
campaigns, and to understand the key common factors in
the most efficient and effective marketing campaigns. One of
the key findings was the relationship between brand building
and awareness raising activity versus so called performance
or activation marketing. In the former case, this activity isn’t
necessarily intended to deliver an immediate “result”. But without
awareness, there is unlikely to be a “result” in the first place. The
question marketers had previously agonised over was whether is
there exists a “golden ratio” of how much investment should be
allocated between brand awareness and performance/activation
channels?
Binet and Field’s research seemed to suggest this magic ratio was
60/40. I.e. 60% of marketing resource should be spent on brand
awareness and the remaining 40% on activation-based activities.
The data suggested that organisations observing this investment
principle were far more likely to see more effective campaign
returns in the long term. It also correlated with above average
overall business performance.
On the one hand, the discovery of what could be described as a
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“marketing law” might be cause for celebration. However, Binet
and Field’s findings were not without critics. One of the main ones
was that it focused almost exclusively on large FMCG brands.
Would the 60/40 ratio hold up for smaller businesses? What about
business-to-business markets?
Les Binet did some follow up with research on the B2B sector in
conjunction with LinkedIn and the B2B Institute in 2019. Although
not 60/40, the ratio worked out at 55/45 – even so, this still
suggested that the emphasis on marketing investment should
be skewed towards brand awareness rather than performance
marketing.
However, there was one aspect of this research that had (and has)
implications for the PR sector – namely, that the marketing activity
analysed was almost exclusively advertising based. The role of
PR and earned media activity was largely absent. Whether by
design or otherwise, PR was nowhere to be seen in the marketing
effectiveness debate.
Which is a shame. Not least of which because so much PR activity
even today in 2021 is expected to “raise awareness” – and should
therefore enjoy greater levels of investment, as per the findings of
Binet and Field.
Irrespective of that, you might assume that the marketers
everywhere would have taken note of Binet and Field’s research.
So, was there a general swing in marketing allocation by brands
towards brand awareness vs performance channels in the following
decade?
Quite the reverse. Brands everywhere seemed to increase their
spend on digital performance channels such as pay per click
(PPC). The desire to demonstrate immediate results seemed to
overshadow the goal of long term profitability and effectiveness.
More recently, there has been a steady stream of brands who are
prepared to admit they should have placed more trust in Binet
and Field’s research (Adidas is one of the best examples). Global
Media Director, Simon Peel, bravely confessed in October 2019 that:
“a focus on ROI led us to over-invest in digital and performance
marketing at the expense of brand building”).
And in March 2021, Airbnb announced it was dramatically shifting its
marketing spend away from performance to brand and PR. According
to CEO, Brian Chesky: “Our marketing plan, therefore, our strategy is
the following: a full-funnel marketing approach. The top of the funnel
is actually PR”.
All in all, a realisation that brand and awareness building ought
to get more investment should be good news for any PR tasked
with “raising awareness”. However, PR’s absence from most
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mainstream effectiveness models doesn’t exactly aid the cause.
This is especially true in relation to attribution modelling, another
evaluation methodology that has been gaining ground over the last
decade.
Attribution modelling is the attempt to better understand the
audience “journey” – from original awareness to final transaction. It
tacitly recognises that there are typically multiple touchpoints and
stages involved in getting anyone to act or purchase in a certain
way. One of the main problems with attribution modelling is that the
most common version of it – so called “last click” attribution – gives
all the credit to the final interaction, i.e. the last channel prior to the
action or transaction. It is the functional equivalent of only paying
goal scorers in the game of football (or any other team sport). It
ignores the fact that goal scorers can’t score without the assistance
of other team members. This was the case at Adidas, who found
that their reliance on last click attribution led to a skewed view of
effectiveness.
But even at those organisations that have adopted attribution
models acknowledging multiple channels and touchpoints, another
issue has emerged for PR. Namely, that even these more nuanced
models are still largely based on advertising and/or non-PR related
digital channels. Yet again, PR isn’t included in the attribution model.
Reasons cited to me personally as to why not range from “it never
occurred to us” to “it’s too difficult to understand the effect of PR
– both directly and indirectly. So, we are leaving it out.” The fact
that it’s overwhelmingly marketing departments driving attribution
modelling work rather than communications teams is probably
another factor in the absence of PR in the attribution mix.
So, where does this leave PR in relation to effectiveness – and to
Share of Search, which is intimately related to brand awareness and
effectiveness?
If nothing else, the PR industry needs to find ways to get itself
included in marketing effectiveness models of all shades.
Conversely, it would seem obvious that models that don’t include
PR aren’t really painting the full picture. Surely it would be in
everyone’s interests to get closer to the truth by having the most
accurate and complete model?
For Share of Search, although in principle it holds great promise
as a way for PR to demonstrate its impact on brand awareness
and visibility, it probably won’t get very far if PR isn’t actually
considered in marketing effectiveness models in the first place.
The responsibility – and opportunity – for PR will be to take the
principles, understanding and other methodologies covered in
this report (and other sources), and bring our perspectives on
attribution and Share of Search to our wider business stakeholders.
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Commercial, Reputation and Brand.

hannah harris

HEAD OF PARTNERSHIPS AT ANSWERTHEPUBLIC

Having trained as a journalist, Hannah Harris has 16 years experience
working in PR and marketing. She spent the majority of her career
agency-side, supporting global brands with digital growth and is now
marketing director at search listening tool AnswerThePublic, hosting
the monthly Search Listening webinar series.
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Kristian Hoareau Foged

FOUNDER AND DIRECTOR OF ANALYTICS & STRATEGY AT
SIMPLYTHOUGHT

Kristian is the Founder of Simply Thought – a specialist analytics,
insights and strategy consultancy for the PR and communications
industry. Previously a Principal Consultant at Archetype, he helped
found the agency’s Global Insights & Analytics practice team
before leaving in 2019. He was also named to PR Week’s 30 Under
30 list in 2018.

alex judd

HEAD OF IMPACT AND PLANNING AT CLARITY PR

As Head of Impact and Planning at Clarity PR, Alex blends the art
and science of integrated communications. From boxing clever with
start-ups to steering Fortune 500 conglomerates, Alex’s principles
of success remain the same: turning data into insight, insight into
strategy and proving the impact of the work that’s delivered.

steve leigh MPRCA
DIRECTOR AT PR AGENCY ONE

Steve founded Reputation Consultancy in 2011 and also helped
set up PR Agency One in the same year. He has developed
methodologies and tools that enable organisations, brands and
leaders to track how they are perceived and measure the impact of
communications on reputation.

stephen waddington Fprca
MANAGING PARTNER AT WADDS INC

Stephen is managing partner, Wadds Inc., a beautique professional
advisory firm for creative agencies and communication teams.
Stephen has held the role of Visiting Professor in Practice at
Newcastle University since 2014, supporting the university and
students through teaching and mentoring.
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